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When a Stargate malfunction throws Colonel Cameron Mitchell, Dr. Daniel Jackson,
and Colonel Sam Carter back in time, they only have minutes to live. But their rescue,
by an unlikely duo - General Jack O'Neill and Vala Mal Doran - is only the beginning of
their problems.
Gathering some of Kristina Busse’s essential essays on fan fiction together with new
work, Framing Fan Fiction argues that understanding media fandom requires combining
literary theory with cultural studies because fan artifacts are both artistic works and
cultural documents. Drawing examples from a multitude of fan communities and texts,
Busse frames fan fiction in three key ways: as individual and collective erotic
engagement; as a shared interpretive practice in which tropes constitute shared
creative markers and illustrate the complexity of fan creations; and as a point of
contention around which community conflicts over ethics play out. Moving between
close readings of individual texts and fannish tropes on the one hand, and the highly
intertextual embeddedness of these communal creations on the other, the book
demonstrates that fan fiction is simultaneously a literary and a social practice. Framing
Fan Fiction deploys personal history and the interpretations of specific stories to
contextualize fan fiction culture and its particular forms of intertextuality and
performativity. In doing so, it highlights the way fans use fan fiction’s reimagining of the
source material to explore issues of identities and peformativities, gender and
sexualities, within a community of like-minded people. In contrast to the celebration of
originality in many other areas of artistic endeavor, fan fiction celebrates repetition,
especially the collective creation and circulation of tropes. An essential resource for
scholars, Framing Fan Fiction is also an ideal starting point for those new to the study
of fan fiction and its communities of writers.
Los Angeles is a teeming metropolis with a rotten core: Deep Maze, where the Thai-VI
ghouls—the disease-spreading Spiders—roam. Here the all-powerful Ortegas rule over
their empire of drugs, prostitution and black-market human organs “donated” by their
helpless victims. All Aubry Knight, the former weightless boxing champion, wants is to
be left alone. But you’re either with the Ortegas or against them, so they made his life a
hell. First they tried to control his mind, then they tried to reduce him to “spare parts.”
Past imperfect Stranded in Ancient Egypt at the end of the STARGATE SG-1 episode
Moebius, Jack O'Neill, Sam Carter, Teal'c and Daniel Jackson are enjoying the simple
lives they've forged in the years since Ra was driven from Earth. But life never stays
simple for long... Back in the twenty-first century, trouble strikes the SGC. With one of
their own people snatched by renegade Tok'ra, Colonel Cameron Mitchell leads the
new SG-1 on a chase through time to rescue their friend - and to protect their future.
But for Carter, Daniel and Teal'c, the greatest challenge is encountering themselves and coming to terms with the consequences of their own choices. Moebius Squared
"So this..." Cam gestured to the machinery. "This can only move us backwards and
forwards in our own timeline." "That's my best guess," Sam said. She pushed her
bangs back out of her face. Her hair had grown out and was now caught in a ponytail at
the back of her neck. "Just like Janus' puddlejumper." "I don't even want to think about
that thing," Daniel said. "Or anything else to do with Janus." He winced. "Sorry," Sam
said. "Sore spot." "Damn right." Daniel had only been out of the infirmary for two weeks
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since his latest brush with one of Janus' inventions. This one had gotten him kidnapped
and electrocuted. They all spun around as the gate began to activate. "Firing positions,"
Cam said, crouching down beside the control panel. If someone were making a grab for
Ba'al's facility... The wormhole opened and stabilized, a glittering puddle of blue. Cam's
radio crackled. "SG-1, this is Stargate Command. You are to return to Earth
immediately." What the...? Cam chinned his radio on. "Stargate Command, we still
have a lot to do here. Colonel Carter..." "Return immediately," the voice of Sergeant
Harriman said firmly. "Stargate Command has been attacked."
While 1980s action cinema may have been a time of shaggy mullets, big biceps, and
one-liners for the heroes, it was a always the villains that stuck in our minds once the
credits rolled. Whether they were smuggling cocaine, bearer bonds, Krugerrands,
attempting world domination or some good old-fashioned kidnapping, the villains were
always the best part of the film! In this book, action film fan, Timon Singh, sets out to
talk to the actors behind the greatest villains of his adolescence to discover the stories
behind their infamous film roles, the impact they had on their career and, most
importantly, whether bad guys have all the fun. Speaking to everyone from body
builders to kickboxing champions to experienced stage thespians, Timon interviews the
actors behind some of the greatest villains and henchmen in action cinema including
former Bond baddies, corrupt CEOs, global terrorists and intergalactic bounty hunters.
Featuring interviews with the likes of Vernon Wells (Commando), Ronny Cox (Total
Recall, Robocop), Martin Kove (The Karate Kid), David Patrick Kelly (The Warriors),
Bob Wall (Enter The Dragon), Steven Berkoff (Rambo: First Blood Part II) and many
others, this is an essential read for all fans of action movies! Includes an introduction
from Steven E. de Souza, the screenwriter behind action classics such as The Running
Man, Commando and Die Hard.
The team is stranded on a doomed world.
Colonel Jack O'Neill and his SG-1 team find themselves stranded on a primitive world
where the inhabitants pay homage to the Goa'uld by providing their best specimens as
host bodies for their young.
Stargate-1’s original run overlapped the peak and aftermath of the Science Wars, which
allowed for the show to engage questions about the nature of science and technology. This
book focuses on how the series depicted science (as an enterprise) and scientists at a time
when the Science Wars were raging and the nature of both was sharply contested.
The unity of the team is threatened on their first mission.
When SG-1 sets off to free the Mujina from Apophis, Colonel O'Neill's team must confront the
Raven King, an insane leader on a nightmarish planet.
To catch a killer... A civilian contractor has been murdered at Stargate Command. Colonel
Mitchell and SG-1, off-world at the time of the crime, are tapped by General Landry to
investigate the death before it draws unwelcome attention from the Pentagon. While Mitchell,
Vala and Teal’c return to the SGC, Daniel Jackson and Colonel Carter continue their search
for the Sangraal. But when it becomes clear that SG-1 are not investigating a simple murder
but a conspiracy that extends well beyond the SGC – and Earth – the whole team becomes
ensnared in a complex and deadly mystery. In this gripping adventure, SG-1 follows the
tangled trail from victim to murderer and the team finds itself and the entire SGC in grave
danger...
What impact is there on the field to recognize that archaeology is a regular feature in daily life
and popular culture? Based upon the study of England, Germany, Sweden and the USA,
Cornelius Holtorf examines the commonalities and peculiarities of media portrayal of
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archaeology in these countries, and the differences between media presentations and
audience knowledge and attraction to the subject, In his normal engaging, populist style,
Holtorf discusses the main strategies available to archaeologists in engaging with their popular
representations. Possessors of a widely recognized, positively valued and well underpinned
brand, archaeologists need to take more seriously the appeal of their work.
On a quest to bring colleagues home, O'Neill must face his past.
Paris Nights: My Year at the Moulin Rouge opens with a bored twenty-seven-year old Cliff
Simon staring out at the ocean from his beachfront house, wishing he was somewhere else.
Gavin Mills telephones him from Paris inviting him to join him at the iconic Moulin Rouge. Cliff
sells everything he owns, leaving Johannesburg, South Africa for the City of Lights. He learns
that his spot at the Moulin is not guaranteed and is forced to audition. Making the grade, he is
put into can can school before he is allowed into the company. His adrenaline is pumping from
excitement and fear, both of which he has faced before. Taking a look back, we see twelveyear-old Cliff helming a racing dinghy in the midst of a thunderstorm on the Vaal River. His
father yells at him not to be a sissy, and he brings the boat back to shore alone. We then travel
to London with his family escaping the tumult of Apartheid. He trains for the Olympics, but
drops out, enrolling in the South African military where he subjected to harsh treatment and
name calling Fokken Jood. After a honorable discharge, he works in cabaret at seaside resorts
and is recruited as a gymnast in a cabaret, where he realizes that the stage is his destiny. The
memoir fast forwards to Cliff s meteoric rise at the Moulin from swing dancer to principal in
Formidable. Off stage he gets into fights with street thugs, hangs out with diamond smugglers,
and has his pick of gorgeous women. With a year at the Moulin to his credit, doors open for
him internationally and back in South Africa. He earns a starring role in Egoli: Place of Gold,
and marries his long-time girlfriend, Colette. On their honeymoon to Paris, Cliff says, Merci
Paris for the best year of my life.
The first-ever auiobook for gen:LOCK, the hit animated sci-fi series starring Michael B. Jordan,
Dakota Fanning, David Tennant, and Maisie Williams!
Acclaimed author Tim Waggoner brings his first Eberron trilogy to a stunning conclusion. Diran,
once a feared assassin, has turned his back on murder, seeking the life of a wandering priest.
But in the seas of the Lhazaar Principalities, peace is rarely found, and even justice must be
bought in blood. A new power has risen, hoping to conquer the east with an army of beast
men, and only Diran and his companions can stop them. The concluding volume in the
critically-acclaimed Blade of the Flame series that follows a former assassin trying to change
his life and set the world to right. From the Paperback edition.
This is a detailed examination of 58 science fiction television series produced between 1990
and 2004, from the popular The X-Files to the many worlds of Star Trek (The Next Generation
onward), as well as Andromeda, Babylon 5, Firefly, Quantum Leap, Stargate Atlantis and SG-I,
among others. A chapter on each series includes essential production information; a history of
the series; critical commentary; and amusing, often provocative interviews with overall more
than 150 of the creators, actors, writers and directors. The book also offers updates on each
series’ regular cast members, along with several photographs and a bibliography. Fully
indexed.
The legend of Old Man Clover had haunted the schoolchildren of Concordia for six
generations. Murder, mayhem, and mystery lit the imagination of each person who walked by
the old mansion at the end of the street. But when a young journalist decides to interview Mr.
Clover will she become his next victim? Or will she uncover something surprising about Mr.
Clover?
Presents an episode-by-episode look at the first season of "The Vampire Diaries" and includes
the story of L.J. Smith, background on the shows creators, and biographies of the actors.
Author of the books that inspired True Blood on HBO and Midnight, Texas on NBC After
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inheriting a modest fortune, Aurora Teagarden decides to try her hand at being a real estate
agent, working at her mother’s agency. Her first assignment is to show a local mansion to
dashing newcomer Martin Bartell. But when they discover the body of a rival real estate agent
in the master bedroom, Roe quickly realizes her new profession is more dangerous -- and
exciting -- that she ever imagined. Roe begins her own investigation of the murder, even as
sparks fly between her and Bartel. When a second real estate agent is found murdered, Roe
suspects the killer may be closer than she thought. She will have to use her natural sleuthing
skills to unmask the murderer before another empty house for sale becomes a crime scene.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Charlaine Harris comes an unforgettable cast of
charming characters and an intriguing puzzle to solve. Real Murders, A Bone to Pick, Three
Bedrooms, One Corpse and the rest of the Aurora Teagarden mysteries have been adapted
into film for Hallmark Movies & Mysteries.
From live productions of the 1950s like Requiem for a Heavyweight to big budget mini-series
like Band of Brothers, long-form television programs have been helmed by some of the most
creative and accomplished names in directing. Encyclopedia of Television Film Directors
brings attention to the directors of these productions, citing every director of stand alone longform television programs: made for TV movies, movie-length pilots, mini-series, and featurelength anthology programs, as well as drama, comedy, and musical specials of more than 60
minutes. Each of the nearly 2,000 entries provides a brief career sketch of the director, his or
her notable works, awards, and a filmography. Many entries also provide brief discussions of
key shows, movies, and other productions. Appendixes include Emmy Awards, DGA Awards,
and other accolades, as well as a list of anthology programs. A much-needed reference that
celebrates these often-neglected artists, Encyclopedia of Television Film Directors is an
indispensable resource for anyone interested in the history of the medium.

A civilian contractor has been murdered at Stargate Command. Colonel Mitchell
and SG-1, off-world at the time of the crime, are tapped to investigate the death
before it draws unwelcome attention from the Pentagon.
The world of Dune has shaped an entire generation of science fiction. From the
sand-blasted world of Arrakis, to the splendor of the imperials homeworld of
Kaitain, readers have lived in a universe of treachery and wonder. Now, collected
for the first time, are three previously unpublished Dune stories that shine a light
upon the darker corners of the Dune universe. Spanning space and time, this
collection is essential reading for any Dune fan. The stories: the lost years of
Gurney Halleck as he works with smugglers on Arrakis in a deadly gambit for
revenge; inside the ranks of the Sardaukar as the child of a betrayed nobleman
becomes one of the Emperor’s most ruthless fighters; a young firebrand Fremen
woman, a guerrilla fighter against the ruthless Harkonnens, who will one day
become Shadout Mapes.
The beginning of the twenty-first century has already seen its fair share of
modern myths with heroes such as Spider-Man, Superman, and Harry Potter.
The authors in this volume deconstruct, discuss, engage, and interrogate the
mythologies of the new millennium in science fiction fantasy texts. Using literary
and rhetorical criticism - paired with philosophy, cultural studies, media arts,
psychology, and communication studies - they illustrate the function, value, and
role of new mythologies, and show that the universal appeal of these texts is their
mythic power, drawing upon archetypes of the past which resonate with
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individuals and throughout culture. In this way they demonstrate how mythology
is timeless and eternal.
Soon after Gwenda moved into her new home, odd things started to happen.
Despite her best efforts to modernize the house, she only succeeded in dredging
up its past. Worse, she felt an irrational sense of terror every time she climbed
the stairs. In fear, Gwenda turned to Miss Marple to exorcise her ghosts.
Between them, they were to solve a “perfect” crime committed many years
before.
What is it about the TV show Stargate SG-1 that makes it so popular - so
different from comparable series? A comprehensive introduction for new fans and
a multi-season storyline and character development reference for longterm fans.
Interesting facts and sidebars for each episode uncover not only the myths and
science behind the stories but the writing, directing and special effects used to
tell them. With exclusive interviews with cast members, writers, directors and
special effects supervisors, this is THE story of the CGI wunderkind that is SG-1.
His practice newly established, metaphysician Ned Mathey can't afford to turn
away any clients. But the latest Londoner to seek Ned's magical aid gives him
pause: Mr Edgar Nevett, an arrogant banker, is the father of the bully who made
Ned's life hell at boarding school. Nevertheless, Ned accepts the commission to
ensure the Nevett family silver bears no ancient or modern curses, and then
prepares to banish the Nevett family to unpleasant memory again. Until Edgar
Nevett is killed by an enchanted silver candlestick-one of the pieces Ned
declared magically harmless. Calling on his old school friend Julian Lynes-private
detective and another victim of the younger Nevett-Ned races to solve the
murder, clear the stain on his professional reputation, and lay to rest the ghosts
of his past. Assisted by Ned's able secretary Miss Frost, who has unexpected
metaphysical skills of her own, Ned and Julian explore London's criminal
underworld and sodomitical demimonde, uncover secrets and scandals, confront
the unexpected murderer and the mysteries of their own relationship. In Death by
Silver veteran authors Melissa Scott and Amy Griswold introduce a Victorian
London where magic works, influencing every aspect of civilized life, and two
very appealing detectives.
When a hostile force of aliens invades Earth through the Stargate and kidnaps a
female officer, Colonel Jack O'Neill emerges from retirement to hunt down the
serpent god Apophis and his unearthly legions
From "The Next Generation" and "The X-Files", to "Farscape" and "Enterprise", sci-fi television
series in the US have multiplied since the 1980s. Jan Johnson-Smith shows how, in line with
national political upheavals, this vibrant and perplexing genre set about expanding the myth of
the Western frontier into deep space. She looks at the "sense of wonder" or sublime that
infuses much Frontier art and science fiction, and traces a possible historical precedent to the
genre in the fabulous and heroic journeys of the Classical epic. She discusses narrative styles
and their influences, from the overarching narrative of "Babylon 5" to the episodic formula of
"The Outer Limits", considers how experimental series such as "Twin Peaks" challenge
conventional structures, and how and why sci-fi television has adopted new technologies. She
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also explores the juxtaposition of arcane language and technological jargon in modern
American sci-fi television, revealing the extraordinarily alien, yet curiously familiar arena it
creates.
Collects in comic book form the story of the first episodes of the television series "Battlestar
Galactica."
Captured by the Goa'uld Lugh, Carter faces a hard choice: help repair a cloaking device that
would give Lugh a dangerous advantage or allow SG-1 to be handed over to the System
Lords.
Sequel to A Matter of Honor: O'Neill pays a heavy price for loyalty.
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